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Abstract—In this paper, we propose N × N rearrangeable
nonblocking multicast free-space optical switches. Our de-
sign exploits nonmovable tri-state switching elements (T-
SEs) that support signal splitting and switching simultane-
ously and seamlessly, and thus, separate splitting stages
used in the conventional multicast switches are
not needed. It follows that the propagation loss that may
be encountered by an optical beam passing through a
splitting stage followed by a crossbar (e.g., splitter-and-
delivery-based switches) can be avoided in the proposed
switch, since the beam passes through only a single stage.
The proposed switch exhibits an optimal hardware com-
plexity, as it requires only N�N� 1�∕2 T-SEs. The switch is
analyzed and compared to existing optical multicast
switches in terms of hardware complexity, power loss,
and cost. Comparison results show that the proposed
switch provides multicast capability with a lower hard-
ware complexity and a comparable performance. Cost
analysis shows that for N � 4, the overall cost of the new
design is lower than that of existing strictly nonblocking
switches, even if the T-SE is 3.5 to 10 times the cost of
typical microelectromechanical systems mirrors. In addi-
tion, we present a simple routing algorithm that systemati-
cally establishes connections over the new switch.

Index Terms—Free space optical; MEMS; Multicast;
Optical switching; Switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

E merging bandwidth-intensive big data applications,
such as social media and the Internet of things

(IoT), are pushing existing network infrastructures to their
limits. For example, International Data Corporation ex-
pects that the IoT market will grow from 9.1 billion devices
and objects connected to the Internet in 2013 to 28.1 billion
by 2020 [1]. This impacts not only the access anddata center
networks but also the backbone networks. The Industry-
Driven Elastic and Adaptive Lambda Infrastructure for
Service and Transport Networks (IDEALIST) project [2]
estimates that the compound annual growth rate of
Internet traffic in backbone networks is 35%. Optical net-
works have been long seen as a viable solution because

of their inherent high bandwidth and data rates. One of
the critical optical technologies in optical networks is the
optical switch. Different optical switch design aspects
must be taken into consideration depending on the type
of network (e.g., access, data center, or backbone) and data
traffic.

An optical switch can be implemented that is either
guided (using waveguides) or in free space [using free space
optics (FSO)]. In guided optical switches, technologies
such as semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [3] or ar-
ray waveguide grating routers (AWGRs) [4] with tunable
wavelength converters or tunable lasers can be used to
realize fast optical switches with switching times in the
range of a few nanoseconds. Switches based on AWGRs or
SOAs are usually expensive [5]. On the other hand, FSO
switches have low insertion loss and cross talk and simple
fabrication, and are less expensive and data rate indepen-
dent [6]. However, FSO switches are slower than guided
switches, and the switching time is in the range of tens
of milliseconds.

A common approach for developing FSO switches is to
use 2D/3D microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [6].
MEMS designs use movable mirrors to direct beams
from inputs to outputs, which may lead to losses due to
angular misalignments. Another approach to developing
FSO switches is to use electro-optic and liquid crystal
materials [6,7], where an electric field is used to configure
switching elements (SEs) into either transmissive or reflec-
tive states.

Multicast (one-to-many) communication, increasingly
becoming a key enabler for many of the emerging applica-
tions and services, can be implemented using electronic or
optical switches. In electronic switches, optical–electrical–
optical (O-E-O) conversion is an essential step. However,
multicast in optical communication can be performed more
efficiently in the physical layer, utilizing the propagation
properties of light. This maintains the data in the optical
domain until they reach their destinations, eliminating
the need for the O-E-O conversions. Enabling multicast
in the physical layer of the optical domain, however,
requires the development of efficient multicast-capable
optical switches [8].

Another important aspect of switch design is its blocking
characteristics. A strictly nonblocking (SNB) switch allows
an input signal to be directed to any available output, or a
set of outputs (if multicast capable), irrespective of the cur-
rent state of the switch. A rearrangeable nonblockinghttp://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.8.000569
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(RNB) switch allows an input signal to be directed to one
or more available outputs; however, rearranging already
existing connections may be required. SNB switches have
better blocking attributes compared to RNB switches, at
the cost of increased hardware complexity. In some realistic
cases, however, RNB design is sufficient if the requests are
known a priori [9]. For example, in wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) or dense WDM backbone networks,
the setup of connections is based on the demands of multi-
ple Gbps links, and thus connections can tolerate relatively
long setup times involving the rearranging of existing
connections to host a new one [10]. Therefore, designing
RNB switches is of a practical interest.

Most existing FSO designs are for SNB unicast commu-
nication [6], and thus incorporating multicast into these
switches requires additional hardware (e.g., splitters),
leading to higher hardware complexity. Accordingly, the de-
sign of multicast FSO switches with reduced complexity is
an interesting yet challenging problem. To this end, we pro-
pose a new (to our knowledge) N ×N RNB multicast FSO
switch using only N�N � 1�∕2 nonmovable SEs. Compared
to existing multicast optical switches, the new switch is
shown to exhibit an optimal hardware complexity, and
has a reduced cost. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, we review existing FSO multicast
switches. We dedicate Sections III and IV to presenting and
analyzing the new RNB multicast switch. Comparative
analysis is presented in Section V, followed by conclusions
in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce notation and review
existing multicast FSO switches.

A. Notation

An N ×N switch has N input ports, I � fI1;…; INg, and
N output ports, Ω � fO1;…; ONg. A connection request
between an input port and an ordered set of output
port(s) is denoted by Rp � ⟨Ip;Ωp⟩, where Ip, 1 ≤ p ≤ N
and Ωp, Ωp ⊆Ω. A request Rp is said to be a multicast if
1 < jΩpj < N, a unicast if jΩpj � 1, or a broadcast if jΩpj �
N (i.e., Ωp � Ω). A set of all requests in an N ×N switch,
RN×N , can be any combination of unicast requests Γ
(1 ≤ jΓj ≤ N) and multicast requests Ψ (1 ≤ jΨj ≤ ⌊N∕2⌋).

B. MEMS-Based FSO Multicast Switches

Several multicast optical switch architectures have
been investigated in the literature (e.g., [11–14]). Optical
splitter-and-delivery (SaD) is a well-known SNB multicast
switch [11]. Figure 1(a) shows an N ×N SaD switch
where each input beam is initially split into N identical
branches using a 1 ×N splitter. Corresponding branches
from all N splitters are connected to one output port.
Thus, any input can be connected to any number of output

ports. It is worth noting that a SaD switch does not
distinguish between unicast and multicast requests,
which results in unnecessary splitting and signal losses.
To avoid unnecessary splitting, configurable splitters may
be used. This, however, adds to the complexity of the
switch design [13].

A MEMS-based multicast FSO switch can be imple-
mented using the SaD architecture [11] by replacing the
1 × 2 switches with MEMS mirrors, and we refer to this
switch as SaD-I. In Fig. 2(a) we propose a possible realiza-
tion of a 1 × 4 FSO splitter. An input signal is split into
four beams using a fixed beam-splitting mirror. The total
number of components used in a 1 ×N splitter is
Φ � 2�log2�N���1 − 2.

SaD-I can be further improved by employing configura-
ble splitters (we refer to them as SaD-II). Figure 2(b) shows
a possible realization of a configurable 1 × 4 splitter.
The total number of components used in a 1 ×N configura-
ble splitter is 2Φ. In SaD-II switches, each input beam is
divided into a number of beams equal to the cardinality
of the output set (jΩpj), eliminating unnecessary splitting
[13]. It can be seen that SaD-II behaves like a MEMS
crossbar and SaD-I in the case of unicast and broadcast,
respectively.

A switch that separates unicast and multicast requests
(SUM-SaD) is proposed by Zhang and colleagues in [12,14].
The architecture combines a d ×N SaD switch and an

Fig. 1. N ×N switch: (a) SaD [11], (b) SUM-SaD [12]. EDFA,
erbium-doped fiber amplifier.

Fig. 2. Possible realization of a 1 × 4 FSO splitter: (a) conven-
tional, (b) configurable.
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N × �N � d� three-plane switch that is basically a 2D
MEMS switch [Fig. 1(b)]. To realize an SNB SUM-SaD,
the SaD switch must accommodate the maximum number
of simultaneous multicast requests that corresponds to
half of the input ports, with each multicasting to two
output ports (i.e., d � ⌊N∕2⌋). Unicast requests are
switched by the three-plane switch, and only multicast
requests are delivered by the SaD switch. Thus, splitting
loss for unicast and multicast is similar to that of SaD-II
and SaD-I, respectively.

SaD-based switches are inherently SNB, and thus real-
izing RNB multicast switches using MEMS mirrors is
impractical. This is because MEMS mirrors either pass
or reflect the incident beam but cannot split it. Thus, split-
ting capability needed for multicasting necessitates the use
of separate splitters. Each 1 ×N splitter generatesN copies
of the input signal [Fig. 1(a)], and hence, N mirrors are
required to connect one of the copies to the corresponding
output. This means that an N ×N switch must be used,
which is an SNB crossbar, making the design of an RNB
in this case meaningless.

In [9], Shen et al. propose a MEMS-based triangular
switch. However, the proposed architecture and its routing
algorithm are suitable only for unicast requests.

C. SNB FSO Multicast Switches Using T-SEs

In [15,16], we propose an SNB multicast FSO crossbar
using nonmoveable tri-state switching elements (T-SEs).
A T-SE can be configured in three states (see Fig. 3): the
reflective �R�, transmissive �T�, or splitting state �S� (half
reflective/half transmissive) [15–17].

SE �p; q� denotes a T-SE at the intersection of input
port p and output port q �1 ≤ p; q ≤ N�. The configuration

of SE �p; q� is denoted by τ�p; q; χ�, where χ ∈ fR;T; Sg rep-
resents the state of the T-SE. It is assumed that all T-SEs
are initially in the T state.

Figure 4 shows a 6 × 6 crossbar employing T-SEs with
one unicast request, ⟨6; 4⟩, and two multicast requests,
⟨3; f1;3;6g⟩ and ⟨4; f2;5g⟩. Request ⟨3; f1; 3; 6g⟩ is realized
by configuring T-SEs as follows: τ�3;1; S�, τ�3;3; S�, and
τ�3; 6; R�.

III. PROPOSED RNB MULTICAST FSO SWITCH

In this section, we propose a new RNB multicast
switch and present a routing algorithm to systematically
establish connections over the proposed switch. In the
next section, we present and analyze the properties of the
proposed switch.

In our design, we aim to use the minimum number
of T-SEs to perform RNB multicast switching without
impacting the performance of the switch. Therefore,
in the proposed switch, a T-SE is placed at the inter-
section of input port p and output port q only if p ≤ q.
This leads to a triangular switch in which a row corre-
sponding to input port p contains N � 1 − p T-SEs, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 depicts a 6 × 6 proposed triangular switch with
one unicast request, ⟨6; 4⟩, and two multicast requests,
⟨3; f1;3;6g⟩ and ⟨4; f2;5g⟩. Both T-SE sides reflect light in
the R state. A light beam incident to any of the T-SE
sides can propagate through or split in the T or S state, re-
spectively. The proposed switch requires only N�N � 1�∕2
T-SEs.

A. Proposed Request-Routing Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is proposed for the configuration (routing)
of connections on the proposed multicast switch. In this
algorithm, let Ωp � fOp

q;kj1 ≤ q ≤ N; 1 < k ≤ jΩpj and
∀ v;w ∈ k;Op

q;v < Op
q;w if v < wg.

The proposed iterative algorithm involves the elimina-
tion process, where N̂ denotes the virtual switch size
and p̂ and Ôp

q;k denote the input and output port indices,
respectively.

Fig. 3. T-SE: (a) R state, (b) T state, (c) S state.

Fig. 4. Multicast in 6 × 6 crossbar using T-SEs.

Fig. 5. Multicast in 6 × 6 proposed switch using T-SEs.
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Algorithm 1 Request Routing
Input: Set of Requests R.
Output: States of the N�N � 1�∕2 T-SEs.
1 N̂ ← N
2 for Counter � 1 → jRj do
3 Update list of virtual input and output ports
4 if �Rp ∈ Γjj�Rp ∈ Ψ&&p̂ > 1�� then
5 if Ôp

q;1 ≤ N̂ � 1 − p̂ then
6 Configure τ�d;Ôp

q;1;R� for d� p̂→ N̂�1−Ôp
q;1

7 Eliminate SE�p̂; d� for d � 1 → Ôp
q;1

8 else
9 i ← p̂
10 j ← N̂ � 1 − p̂
11 while j < Ôp

q;1 do
12 Configure τ�i; j; R� and τ�i − 1; j; R�
13 i ← i − 1
14 j ← j� 1
15 Configure τ�i; j; R�
16 Eliminate SE�p̂; d� for d � 1 → N̂ � 1 − p̂
17 Eliminate SE�d; N̂ � 1 − d� for d � i� 1 →

p̂ − 1
18 if Rp ∈ Γ then
19 Eliminate SE�d; Ôp

q;1� for d � 1 → N̂ � 1 − Ôp
q;1

20 N̂ ← N̂ − 1
21 else
22 for d � Ôp

q;1 → Ôp
q;jΩp j−1 do

23 Configure τ�1; d; S�
24 Eliminate SE�w; d� for w � 1 → N̂ � 1 − d
25 for d � 1 → N̂ � 1 − Ôp

q;jΩpj do
26 Configure τ�d; Ôp

q;jΩp j; R�
27 Eliminate SE�d; Ôp

q;jΩpj�
28 Eliminate SE�1; d� for d � 1 → Ôp

q;jΩpj
29 N̂ ← N̂ − jΩpj
30 Route light beams of all requests R.

B. Example

To illustrate the proposed algorithm, we discuss an ex-
ample that covers different switching scenarios. Figure 6
depicts an 8 × 8 switch with three unicast and two multi-
cast requests configured using Algorithm 1, namely, ⟨4; 5⟩,
⟨5;1⟩, ⟨6; 7⟩, ⟨2; f2; 6g⟩, and ⟨8; f3;4;8g⟩. We use T-SEs with
solid colors in Figs. 6(a)–6(e). White-, blue-, and yellow-
filled circles are used to refer to T-SEs in the T, R, and
S states, respectively. Then the final solution is presented
using the T-SE symbols shown in Fig. 3.

To configure the switch, we first process the jΓj � 3 uni-
cast requests. Requests ⟨4;5⟩ and ⟨5;1⟩ [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively] have q ≤ N � 1 − p, and hence, there is a T-SE
that can directly reflect the light beam from Ip to Oq. When
a T-SE is configured in the R state, all T-SEs corresponding
to the same column q and higher input ports are also con-
figured in the R state (line 6). This guarantees that the
light routed from these input ports reach their destinations
through multiple reflections [9]. After each iteration, the
row (lines 19–20) and the column (line 7) of the configured

T-SEs are crossed and the remaining T-SEs are used to
realize a smaller virtual switch.

Figure 6(c) shows the realization of the request ⟨6;7⟩,
where q > N � 1 − p. Here, at least three reflections are
needed in order to connect Ip to Oq (lines 9–15). After
processing the unicast requests, a virtual switch is
defined by eliminating the input row (lines 19–20), output
column, and any diagonal SEs used in routing the path
(lines 16–17).

After processing unicast requests, we process multicast
requests in ascending order of the input port indices.
Figure 6(d) depicts the realization of the multicast request
⟨2; f2;6g⟩. For a multicast request, first we configure the
routing as in the unicast case from the input port to the
lowest-index output port in the request (I2 to O2 in this ex-
ample). After the first output port, a series of split opera-
tions ending in a reflect operation are configured in the
lowest row of the switch (i.e., p̂ � 1) to route the signal
to other output ports (lines 22–29). Similarly, the multicast
request ⟨8; f3; 4; 8g⟩ is realized [Fig. 6(e)]. The switch with
all requests configured is shown in Fig. 6(f).

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED SWITCH

In this section, we prove that the proposed switch is RNB
and discuss its properties, including hardware complexity,
signal path length, and switch reconfigurability.

A. Switch Blocking Characteristics

In the following, we prove Theorem 1 to establish that
the proposed triangular switch employing T-SEs is an
RNB multicast switch. We start by proving the following
lemma that is used in the proof of the theorem. In this
lemma, we consider a rectangular switch as shown in
Fig. 7. The north and west sides of the switch are used as
inputs and are referred to as INorth

p and IWest
p , respectively,

where 1 ≤ p ≤ M. The south and east sides are used for out-
puts, and the corresponding sets of output ports are referred
to as ΩS � fOSouth

1 ;…; OSouth
M g and ΩE � fOEast

1 ;…; OEast
M g,

respectively.

Lemma 1. An M ×M crossbar with 2M input and
2M output ports shown in Fig. 7 is SNB under the following
conditions:

(1) 1 ≤ jRM×M j ≤ M,
(2) a west input IWest

p ;1 ≤ p ≤ M can be switched to an ar-
bitrary unused subset of south output ports ΩSouth

p

and/or the corresponding east output port OEast
p , and

(3) a north input INorth
p where 1 ≤ p ≤ M can be switched

to an arbitrary unused subset of south output ports
fOSouth

y jp ≤ y ≤ Mg and/or any one of the unused east
output ports fOEast

z g, where 1 ≤ z ≤ M.

Proof. Assume that all of the requests are from west in-
put ports IWest

1 ;…; IWest
M . For each request Rp � ⟨IWest

p ;Ωp⟩,
one of the following cases applies:
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Case 1. Ωp � OEast
p

All T-SEs are configured in the T state and the light
directly propagates toward the corresponding east output
port OEast

p .

Case 2. Ωp ∈ ΩSouth

The T-SEs corresponding to the output ports are config-
ured in the S state, except for the T-SE corresponding to the
last output, which is configured in the R state.

Case 3. Ωp ∈ ΩSouth ∪OEast
p

All T-SEs corresponding to the output ports in ΩSouth

are configured in the S state, and no T-SE in the row
is configured in the R state. This way, part of the signal
propagates toward the corresponding east output port
OEast

p .

For a canceled request by any of the west input ports
IWest
1 ;…; IWest

M , there can be a request by one of the north
input ports INorth

1 ;…; INorth
M . This also means that all

T-SEs in the row corresponding to the canceled request are
configured in the T state and can be used by any new
request. Hence, a light beam from the north input port of
the new request can be directed through its corresponding
column until it gets to the row of the canceled request,
where splitting is performed.

Therefore, the M ×M crossbar shown in Fig. 7 is SNB
under the three aforementioned conditions. □

Theorem 1. The proposed triangular switch employing
T-SEs is an RNB multicast switch.

Proof. After processing the jΓj unicast requests, we get a
triangular switch to process multicast requests. Assume an
N ×N triangular switch (see Fig. 8). We want to prove that
an N ×N triangular switch used to process jΨj multicast
requests, where 1 ≤ jΨj ≤ N∕2, is RNB.

Fig. 6. This figure illustrates the process of configuring the 8 × 8 proposed switch with three unicast and two multicast requests using
Algorithm 1. Black lines indicate the T-SEs that will be eliminated at the end of the current iteration. Each part shows the accumulative
result of a request being routed. (a) Unicast request ⟨4;5⟩, (b) unicast request ⟨5; 1⟩, (c) unicast request ⟨6; 7⟩, (d) multicast request
⟨2; f2; 6g⟩, (e) multicast request ⟨8; f3; 4;8g⟩, (f) fully configured switch with all requests.

Fig. 7. M ×M rectangular subswitch.
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We will use induction to prove the theorem. We assume
that N � 2k, where k ∈ N�. For the basis case, it is clear
that all permutations, multicast assignments, and broad-
cast requests can be realized for a 2 × 2 switch (i.e., k � 1).

Assume by induction that an N ×N triangular switch,
where N � 2k−1, is RNB. By induction, we wish to prove
that an N ×N switch, where N � 2k, is also RNB.

For induction step, an N ×N triangular switch can be
divided into three subswitches (see Fig. 8): an N∕2 ×N∕2
rectangular subswitch and two N∕2 ×N∕2 triangular sub-
switches. The subswitches are numbered from 1 to 3 in
counterclockwise order.

Both N∕2 ×N∕2 triangular subswitches are triangular
switches of dimensions 2k−1, and thus are RNB by induc-
tion hypothesis.

Therefore, for the N ×N triangular switch shown in
Fig. 8 to be RNB, we only need to prove that theN∕2 ×N∕2
rectangular subswitch is SNB for processing requests from
input ports I1;…; IN∕2 and inputs from subswitch 1
(i.e., outputs from subswitch 1).

Using Lemma 1, one can see that subswitch 2 is equiv-
alent to the switch in Fig. 7. Input ports I1;…; IN∕2 are
equivalent to the west inputs, and inputs from subswitch
1 are equivalent to the north input ports. Moreover, the out-
put ports O1;…; ON∕2 are equivalent to the south output
ports ΩSouth, whereas output ports connecting subswitches
2 and 3 are equivalent to the east output ports. Therefore,
the N∕2 ×N∕2 rectangular subswitch (i.e., subswitch 2) is
SNB, and thus the N ×N triangular switch is RNB. □

B. Hardware Complexity

This is directly proportional to the total number of
T-SEs. An N ×N proposed RNB multicast switch requires
a total of N�N � 1�∕2 T-SEs. Since the T-SEs of the diago-
nal are either in the T or R state, the number of T-SEs can

be reduced to N�N − 1�∕2 by replacing the N diagonal
T-SEs with fixed mirrors.

Theorem 2. The proposed RNB multicast FSO switch is
optimal with respect to hardware complexity as compared to
all existing multicast switches.

Proof. In [18], it is shown that the number of elementary
2 × 2 switches in an N ×N planar optical RNB unicast
switch is at least N�N − 1�∕2. Also, from [9], the lower
bound for a 2D unicast RNB MEMS switch is N�N � 1�∕2.
The proposed RNB multicast FSO switch needs only
N�N − 1�∕2 T-SEs (elementary 2 × 2 switches) and N fixed
mirrors. Since the hardware complexity of the proposed
switch is equal to the lower bound of a unicast switch, it
must be optimal. □

C. Signal Path Length

Several signal paths are possible between a fixed input–
output pair �Ip; Oq�, 1 ≤ p; q ≤ N, the number of which can
be computed using enumerative combinatorics [19]. It may
be noted, however, that all paths follow the taxicab
geometry leading to the following lemma.

Lemma 2. The length,Δ�p; q�, of any of the possible paths
between a fixed pair of input–output ports is expressed in
terms of the number of T-SEs traversed by the beam and
is given by Δ�p; q� � p� q − 1 [19].

The path length is constant for a fixed input–output pair
�Ip;Oq� and is known a priori; however, the numbers of
T-SEs in the T and R states are dependent on coexisting
connections.

Lemma 3. It is possible to establish lower and upper
bounds for the number of T-SEs in the R state from Ip to
Oq, ER�p; q�, based on the relation between p and q.

Proof. If q ≤ N � 1 − p, this implies that there is a T-SE
at the intersection of row p and column q of the proposed
switch. In this case, the input signal can be directed to the
output port via a reflection off of that T-SE configured in
the R state. Thus, ER�p; q� is given by

ER�p; q� � 1: (1)

On the other hand, if q > N � 1 − p, then there is not a T-SE
at the intersection of row p and column q. At least three
reflections are, therefore, needed to direct the input signal
to the output port. The lower (upper) bounds for ER�p; q� are
given by

3 ≤ ER�p; q� ≤ 2 min�p − 1; q − 1� � 1: (2)

□

D. Total Number of Splitting Operations

The performance of the proposed switch depends on the
number of splitting operations given by the following
Lemmas.

Fig. 8. General structure of an N ×N triangular switch.
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Lemma 4. In multicast, the minimum and maximum
number of T-SEs configured in the S state are similar to
those of the SNB switch [15] and are equal to 1 and N − 1,
respectively.

Proof. This directly follows from the minimum (of 2) and
maximum (of N) cardinalities of outputs. □

Lemma 5. For all requests at a given time, the total num-
ber of T-SEs configured in the S state is given by NΨ − jΨj,
where 2 ≤ NΨ ≤ N is the number of output ports in all
multicast requests at a certain point in time NΨ �
ΣjΨj
w�1Ωw; ∀ Rp ∈ Ψ, and jΨj is the total number of multicast

requests. □

Proof. For each multicast request ⟨Ip;Ωp⟩, using
Algorithm 1, all T-SEs in the first row and columns corre-
sponding to output ports in Ωp are configured in the S state
except for the last output port in Ωp, which is configured in
the R state. Therefore, the total number of T-SEs in the R
state out of NΨ is equal to the total number of multicast
requests jΨj. □

E. Signal Power Loss

An optical signal in a multicast switch undergoes inser-
tion/coupling and splitting losses as it propagates from in-
put to output ports. Insertion/coupling loss is mainly due to
the Gaussian beam divergence experienced by any light
beam propagating in free space [20], and thus depends
on the architecture of the switch. Extensive analysis and
studies have been performed to characterize the insertion/
coupling loss in a 2D MEMS crossbar. Insertion/
coupling loss in the proposed design follows the analysis
used for MEMS switches [20], but with the following two
differences:

(1) In MEMS-based multicast switches, a beam must
propagate through a splitting stage before being
switched by a crossbar. On the other hand, an optical
beam propagates only through a single stage in the
proposed triangular switch, which may lead to a
shorter total propagation distance, and thus lower in-
sertion loss.

(2) Mechanical motion of the mirrors in MEMS switches
results in angular misalignment leading to ineffi-
cient coupling. Our proposed design employs only
nonmovable parts, and hence is free of such losses.

Splitting losses are the losses encountered by the light
beam due to the splitting required for multicasting. Let
β and η be the reflection and transmission efficiencies of
T-SE in the R and T states, respectively. We denote the per-
centage of the power reflected by a T-SE in the S state as α,
and the transmitted power of the beam is ζ (Fig. 3). In the
proposed switch, splitting losses depend on the cardinality
of the output set jΩpj, and thus we have two different cases.

Case 1: Unicast (jΩpj � 1). The power loss is due to the
reflection and transmission losses of the T-SEs configured,
respectively, in the R and T states along the path, and thus
depends on the number of T-SEs configured in the R state

[i.e., ER�p; q�]. FromLemma 2, the length of a pathΔ�p; q� is
known. Given ER�p; q�, the number of T-SEs configured in
the T state is Δ�p; q� − ER�p; q�. Since β and η are the reflec-
tion and transmission efficiencies of T-SE in the R and T
states, respectively, the power penalty in a unicast request,
LUC�p; q1�, can be expressed as follows:

LUC�p; q1� � 10 log10�βER�p;q� · ηΔ�p;q�−ER�p;q��: (3)

For q ≤ N � 1 − p, ER�p; q� � 1 (according to Lemma 3), and
thus the power loss is given by

LUC�p; q1� � 10 log10�β · ηΔ�p;q�−1�; (4)

LMC�Ip; Op
q;k� � 10 log10��σ · α� �1 − σ� · β�

· βER�p;q� · ηΔ�p;q�−k−ER�p;q� · ζk−1� dB; (5)

LMC�Ip; Op
q;k� � 10 log10��σ · α� �1 − σ� · β�

· ηN−p�q−k · ζk−1�dB: (6)

Case 2: Multicast (1 < jΩpj < N). Power loss at an output
port Oq that is part of a multicast output set, Ωp is due to
reflection and transmission losses of the T-SEs in the path
configured in the R, T, and S states.

Depending on the position, k, of the output portOq in the
output set Ωp, we can define how many splitting processes
the signal has to go through. For example, the input signal
experiences k − 1 splits before it reaches the kth output
port in Ωp. Therefore, the power loss due to these splits
can be calculated as log10�ζk−1�.

Moreover, all outputs in Ωp are reached via a reflection
off of a T-SE configured in the S state, except for the last
output port, which is reached using a reflection off of a T-SE
in the R state. Therefore, for all signals we reduce the
power by log10�α�, except for the last output port—we
reduce its power by log10�β�.

Since we know the path length, Δ�p; q�, from Lemma 2,
this means that the remaining Δ�p; q� − k T-SEs in the path
can be in either the T or R state depending on the route
allocated using Algorithm 1. Given ER�p; q�, we can use
Eq. (6) to express splitting power loss in the case of multi-
cast LMC�p;Op

q;k�, where σ � 1 for 1 ≤ k < jΩpj and σ � 0 for
k � jΩpj, to choose from α and β depending on k.

Below, we prove Theorem 3 to show that the splitting
loss analysis of the proposed N ×N RNB switch when
η � β is similar to that of the N ×N SNB switch presented
in [15].

Theorem 3. Splitting loss at output ports in the proposed
RNB switch are similar to that of an SNB switch [15]
if η � β.

Proof. The path length of the connections from Ip to Oq

(as a unicast request or part of a multicast request) is
fixed. Similarly, the number of splitting operations for
Rp is fixed, and thus the remaining T-SEs are either in
the T or in the R state. Since both T and R states have the
same power losses, the overall loss is similar to that of our
SNB switch [15]. □
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Based on Theorem 3, we can use the power loss equa-
tions in [15] to calculate the splitting power loss in the pro-
posed switch. Equation (3) for the power penalty in a
unicast request becomes

LUC�p; q1� � 10 log10�ηΔ�p;q�� � 10 log10�βΔ�p;q��: (7)

Similarly, Eq. (5) for the power penalty of multicast
requests can be expressed by Eq. (6).

F. Switching Delay

The switching latency depends on the switching speed
and the properties of the material used to realize T-SEs.
The switching latency of a 100 × 100 switchable mirror
(SM)-based e-TransFlector tuned for the IR spectrum is
in the range of 1–10 ms at room temperature (22 °C).
The dimensions of the T-SEs in the proposed switch are ex-
pected to be much smaller than 100 × 100. Since the switching
latency is proportional to the surface area of the SM, the
switching delay can be reduced. Moreover, as the technol-
ogy of the materials used to realize T-SEs improves, more
responsive T-SEs can be developed, and thus faster
switches can be realized.

G. Switch Reconfigurability

In Fig. 4, an N ×N SNB crossbar [15,16] requires a
square substrate with N2 T-SEs. On the other hand, two
of the proposed N ×N RNB triangular switches would
require a triangular substrate with 2 × �N�N � 1�∕2� �
N�N − 1�T-SEs. However, as discussed earlier, the diagonal
T-SEs in the proposed switch are either in the T or R state,
and thus diagonal T-SEs can be replaced with fixed mir-
rors, or can be configured permanently in the R state.
This way, two of the proposed N ×N RNB triangular
switches can share the diagonal T-SEs, and hence both
switches can be accommodated on a single square sub-
strate with N2 T-SEs, as shown in Fig. 9.

It should be noted that we can obtain a very flexible
switch using the setup in Fig. 9. This switch can operate

as two N ×N RNB switches or a single N ×N SNB switch
for IWest–ΩSouth or INorth–ΩEast. Moreover, the switch in
Fig. 9 can also operate as a 2N × 2N switch (see Fig. 7)
under the constraints outlined in Lemma 1.

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

2D FSO switches are generally of low scalability due to
the Gaussian beam propagation loss, which becomes the
dominant source of losses at a high port count [21]. In this
section, we present a comparative analysis of the proposed
switch with respect to hardware complexity, power split-
ting, and cost for N � 8 (i.e., 8 × 8 switches).

A. Hardware Complexity Comparison

We decompose all switches into five basic SEs, namely,
fixed andmovablemirrors, fixed andmovable splittingmir-
rors, and T-SEs. Table I summarizes the hardware com-
plexity of the architectures under consideration. Figure 10
depicts the hardware complexity for N � 8.

In SaD-I, a unicast request must undergo 1 ×N splitting.
Therefore, no extra hardware is needed to separate unicast
requests. SaD-II is similar to SaD-I except that configura-
ble splitters are used to separate unicast and multicast
requests, and to split the input beam to the exact size of
the output set. However, this comes at the expense of addi-
tional hardware and control complexity. SUM-SaD sepa-
rates unicast and multicast connections and has lower
hardware complexity compared to that of SaD-II. Although

Fig. 9. Two 6 × 6 RNB switches on a single square substrate. Fig. 10. Hardware complexity for 8 × 8 switches.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SWITCHING HARDWARE COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT

ARCHITECTURES Φ � �2��log2�N���1� − 2�
Movable
Mirror

Fixed
Mirror

Movable
Splitter

Fixed
Splitter T-SE

SaD-I N2 NΦ∕2 — NΦ∕2 —

SaD-II N2 �NΦ NΦ∕2 NΦ∕2 — —

SUM-SaD 2 N2 �N NΦ∕4 — NΦ∕4 —

Crossbar
(T-SE)

— — — — N2

Proposed — N — —
N�N−1�

2
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comparable to SaD-I with respect to hardware complexity,
SUM-SaD uses more movable SEs.

Similar to SaD-II, an SNB crossbar using T-SEs and the
proposed switch can separate unicast and multicast
requests, and can also split a beam into a number of beams
equal to the size of the output set. A crossbar requires N2

T-SEs, whereas, the proposed RNB switch requires only
N�N − 1�∕2 T-SEs and N fixed mirrors. For N � 8, the pro-
posed switch demonstrates 87.5% and 43.8% savings in
total number of SEs as compared to SaD-II and the cross-
bar with T-SEs, respectively.

B. Comparison of Splitting Losses

In the previous section, we showed that the proposed
switch can achieve up to an 87% reduction in hardware
complexity compared to that of existing switches. In this
section, we show that the hardware complexity improve-
ment achieved does not sacrifice the power splitting and
scalability properties of the switch. To this end, we discuss
the power penalties for the five architectures of size 8 × 8
by computing the losses at eight output ports for all 255
combinations of output set sizes. Since the loss in the
proposed switch depends on the input port, losses for the
first (best case) and eighth (worst case) are presented.

In the case of SaD-I, signal power loss is independent of
output set size jΩpj, as N-way splitting is enforced, and is
given by

LSaDI � 10 log10�0.99� � 10 log10�1∕N� dB: (8)

For SaD-II, the unnecessary splitting of SaD-I is avoided,
and thus splitting loss is dependent on jΩpj and is given by

LSaDII � 10 log10�0.99� � 10 log10�1∕jΩpj� dB: (9)

We use the commercial specifications reported by
KentOptronics [22] for the tri-state material
e-TransFlector, which can be tuned to operate in the IR
spectrum range used by existing optical communication
networks. For example, in [23], Hamedazimi et al. demon-
strated a proof of concept for an FSO communication link
for data center communication using the e-TransFlector
material tuned for the IR spectrum. Accordingly, we set
both the reflectance in the R state �β� and transmittance
in the T state �η� to 87%, whereas for the S state, both
the transmittance �ζ� and reflectance �α� are set to 43%.
We assume that the optical efficiency of all fixed/movable
mirrors and splitters are 99% and 49%, respectively [24].

In the power loss study, we use the term proposed to
refer to both SNB and RNB T-SE based switches.
Figures 11(a)–11(c) depict the average minimum, average,
and average maximum splitting power loss of the five
switch architectures under consideration at different sizes
of output sets.

SaD-II and SUM-SaD can switch unicast connections
separately without incurring any additional losses, and
thus SaD-II and SUM-SaD have the same performance,

which outperforms other architectures in the case of uni-
cast. On the other hand, unicast requests switched using
SaD-I are penalized ≈9.3 dB, as SaD-I enforces full power
splitting even for unicast connections. The proposed archi-
tecture does not enforce splitting for unicast connections;
however, there are additional losses of 4.53 and 7 dB for
input ports 1 and 8, respectively. This is due to the
propagation of the beam through the nonmoveable T-SEs
configured in the T state along its path, which adds addi-
tional loss due to the imperfection of the material.

In the case of multicast (i.e., starting from an output set
size of two), it can be observed that as the size of the output
set increases, so do the average and average maximum
power penalties in all architectures except for the SaD-I
and SUM-SaD; they have a fixed power loss (≈9.3 dB).
This is because SaD-I and SUM-SaD perform fixed full
splitting for all input signals regardless of the size of the
output set. The proposed switch outperforms both SaD-I
and SUM-SaD up to an output size of two, whereas its per-
formance is comparable to the other architectures up to an
output set size of four, after which the power loss increases.

Splitting power loss depends on the number of combina-
tions at different sizes of output sets. This number in-
creases starting from an output set size of one (i.e., eight
possible combinations of unicast) to four (i.e., 70 possible
combinations), and then decreases to become one possible
combination of broadcast. Regardless of the decrease in the

Fig. 11. Splitting power penalty in an 8 × 8 switch [15] with α �
ζ � 43% and η � β � 87%. (a) Minimum. (b) Average.
(c) Maximum.
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number of combinations starting from an output set size of
four, the average maximum loss experiences a monotonic
increase as the aggregated maximum loss becomes domi-
nant, whereas the average minimum loss decreases as
the size of the output set increases.

High power losses can cause the signal power to fall
below the sensitivity of the optical receiver, and thus
amplification at the input ports may be needed.
Moreover, power loss at an output port can vary depending
on the configuration of the switch. For example, in the case
of an output set size of eight, the variation between the
minimum and maximum splitting loss in the proposed
switch is 25 dB (see Fig. 11). Therefore, variable optical at-
tenuators (VOAs) must be used at the output ports to
equalize the impact of the insertion loss such that the
power of the received signal falls within the dynamic range
of the optical receiver [21].

It should be noted that MEMS-based switches show rel-
atively lower splitting power losses and do not demonstrate
differences between minimum and maximum splitting
power loss at the output ports as compared to the proposed
switch. This is because we only consider the splitting losses
in our analysis. MEMS-based switches, however, incur
additional Gaussian beam loss due to the propagation of
the beam in the separate splitting stage, and loss due to
the angular misalignment of the micromirrors [20,25]
which can become significant if the light beam experiences
multiple reflections, such as in 1 ×N beam splitters [9,26].
Therefore, MEMS-based switches still need preamplifiers,
e.g., SUM-SaD [see Fig. 1(b)], and VOAs due to the
nonsplitting losses encountered by the signal.

Table II summarizes the number of amplifiers and
VOAs required by the switches investigated. The proposed
switch, SaD-I, SaD-II, and the T-SE-based crossbar needN
amplifiers and N VOAs, whereas the SUM-SaD switch
requires N VOAs and only N∕2 amplifiers. This is because
only N∕2 of the inputs are propagating through the split-
ting stage, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Gaussian beam propagation loss is considered the main
limiting factor for realizing FSO switches with high scal-
ability. However, other factors, such as material imperfec-
tion of T-SE and signal splitting properties, can also limit
the scalability of the proposed switch.

The technology of the material used to realize T-SEs is
still in its infancy. We use modest values for the material
transmittance and reflection efficiencies (i.e., η � β � 87%
and α � ζ � 43% for a 50/50 reflection/transmission split-
ting ratio). However, as the quality of the material contin-

ues to improve, so will the performance of the proposed
switch.

To understand the impact of the quality of the material
used on the performance of the proposed switch, we calcu-
late splitting power loss for the proposed switch assuming
improved T-SE efficiencies. We assume that η � β � 99%
instead of 87%. For the splitting state, we set α � ζ �
49% instead of 43%. To measure the improvement in the
performance of the proposed switch due to the improved
material quality, we consider the worst request scenario,
that is, a broadcast request from the eighth input port.
We notice an overall reduction in the splitting power
penalty for the proposed switch based on the improved
parameters. For example, a reduction in the power penalty
of 8.5 dB (equivalent to an improvement of 28%) in the case
of broadcast from the eighth input port is achieved.

Another factor that limits the scalability of the pro-
posed switch is the cascaded splitting nature of the signal
power along the way from the input to the outputs. This
splitting behavior results in higher power loss and un-
equal signal power at the output ports. For example, to
multicast a signal to four outputs, using a SaD switch will
result in 1∕4 of the input power at each of the four outputs
compared to 1∕2, 1∕4, 1∕8, and 1∕8 of the input power in
the case of the proposed switch. One way to alleviate this
incremental power loss is to change the splitting ratio of
the T-SE such that a small fraction of the input signal (e.
g., 10%) is tapped at each output port and the remaining
90% of the power is forwarded to the subsequent out-
put ports.

We evaluate the impact of changing the T-SE splitting
ratio by calculating the splitting power penalty for the
proposed switch assuming a 10/90 splitting reflection/
transmission ratio while maintaining η � β � 87%.
Changing the splitting ratio leads to an improvement in
the performance of the proposed switch and a reduction
of 13.5 dB in the power penalty in the case of broadcast
from the eighth input port. This is equivalent to an
improvement of 44.3%.

It is possible to further improve the overall performance
of the proposed switch by improving the quality of the
material used and also changing the T-SE splitting ratio.
Figures 12(a)–12(c) depict the average minimum, average,
and average maximum splitting power loss at different
sizes of output sets assuming improved T-SE quality (i.e.,
η � β � 90%) while a splitting ratio of 10/90 is maintained.
A significant decrease in the power penalty can be ob-
served. In the case of broadcast from the eighth input,
the maximum splitting power penalty is 13 dB, which is
less than that in Fig. 11 by 17.44 dB, indicating an improve-
ment of 57.2%.

C. Cost Analysis

From the discussion above, the total cost �Carch
tot � of a

switch architecture arch depends on the costs of the VOAs
�Carch

VOA�, amplifiers �Carch
amp�, and SEs �Carch

sw � used, and is
given by

TABLE II
NUMBER OF AMPLIFIERS AND VOAS

Amplifiers VOAs

SaD-I N N
SaD-II N N
SUM-SaD N∕2 N
Crossbar (T-SEs) N N
Proposed N N
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Carch
tot � Carch

VOA � Carch
amp � Carch

sw ; (10)

where arch can be SaD-I, SaD-II, SUM-SaD, or the pro-
posed switch. Carch

VOA and Carch
amp depend on the number of

VOAs �Narch
VOA� and amplifiers �Narch

amp� used, respectively.
From Table II, SaD-I, SaD-II, and the proposed switch

architectures employ N VOAs at the output ports and N
amplifiers at the input ports. However, SUM-SaD switch
architecture requires N VOAs and only N∕2 amplifiers.
Therefore, SUM-SaD architecture has a cost advantage
over SaD-I, SaD-II, and the proposed architecture with
respect to Camp.

We can expand Carch
sw further and express it as a function

of the cost of a fixed (mirror/splitter) component Cf , a mov-
able (mirror/splitter) componentCm, and a T-SECtse. Given
the cost of each component, we can calculate Carch

sw as
follows:

Carch
sw � Narch

f · Cf �Narch
m · Cm �Narch

tse · Ctse; (11)

where Narch
f , Narch

m , and Narch
tse are the numbers of fixed,

moveable, and T-SE switching elements used in the switch
arch, respectively, and can be obtained from Table I.

We use a relative cost model to quantify and compare the
cost of the proposed switch. We use the cost of the fixed

elements, Cf , as reference, since the cost of these compo-
nents is relatively stable compared to the other two types.

Let ρ � Cm∕Cf and μ � Ctse∕Cf . To evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of the proposed switch as compared to SaD-I,
we use the total number of fixed and movable components
in Table I to setup the inequality

N2Cm �NΦCf >
N�N − 1�

2
Ctse �NCf : (12)

From Eq. (12), it is easy to see that the proposed switch has
a smaller overall cost compared to that of SaD-I if

ρSaD-I >
�N − 1�μ� 2 − 2Φ

2N
: (13)

Similarly, we can compute a lower bound on the value of ρ
for the SaD-II and SUM-SaD as follows:

ρSaD-II >
�N − 1�μ� 2 −Φ

2N � 3Φ
; (14)

ρSUM-SaD >
�N − 1�μ� 2 −Φ

4N � 2
: (15)

Figure 13 plots the ratio ρ∕μ to provide insight into the re-
lationship between the cost of a T-SE and that of a movable
component.Given the cost of various hardware components,
one can use Fig. 13 to determine the cost-effectiveness of the
proposed design with respect to SEs as compared to SaD-
based switches at different port sizes (N � 4, 8, and 16).
The function 1∕μ (i.e., ρ � 1) corresponds to the case in
which Cm � Cf . Obviously, the cost of a moveable element
Cm > Cf , and thus the shaded area below the curve 1∕μ is

Fig. 12. Splitting power penalty in an 8 × 8 switch with α � 10%,
ζ � 90%, and η � β � 99%. (a) Minimum, (b) average, (c) maxi-
mum.

Fig. 13. Comparative cost analysis for the proposed switch. The
curves represent the relative cost effectiveness of the proposed
switch compared to the existing SaD switches with respect to
switching elements. Shaded regions are invalid design regions.
The white region above (below) a curve indicates that the proposed
switch is more (less) cost effective compared to the corresponding
SaD switch for a specific number of ports N.
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considered as an invalid design region. It is not expected
that Ctse will be less than Cf . Therefore, we have also ex-
cluded the area corresponding to μ < 1. The white region
above (below) a curve indicates that the proposed switch
is more (less) cost-effective compared to the corresponding
SaD switch for a specific number of ports N. For example,
for N � 4, even if the cost of a T-SE is 15 times the cost of
fixed components (i.e., μ � 15), the proposed switch will
be more cost-effective compared to the SaD-I, SUM-SaD,
and SaD-II, even when Ctse is 3.5, 6.7, or 10 times Cm,
respectively, corresponding to ρ∕μ ratios of 0.29, 0.15, and
0.1, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We propose an FSO multicast RNB switch architecture
using T-SEs. In our design, signal splitting and switching
are simultaneously performed within the same stage, and
thus separate splitting stages, used in the conventional
multicast switches, are not needed. The advantages of
the switch proposed are twofold: first, there is a significant
reduction in hardware complexity, as anN ×N switch with
full multicast capability requires onlyN�N � 1�∕2 nonmov-
able SEs; and second, a beam propagating in the switch
proposed avoids the propagation loss that may be encoun-
tered by an optical beam passing through a splitting stage
followed by a crossbar, as in SaD-based switches. This leads
to lower insertion loss, which is due to the Gaussian beam
divergence. Comparison with existing optical multicast
switches shows that the proposed switch provides multi-
cast capability with lower hardware complexity and a com-
parable performance. Cost analysis shows that for N � 4,
the overall cost of the new design is lower than that of
existing SNB switches, even if the T-SE is 4 to 10 times
the cost of typical MEMS mirrors.
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